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April 2021
Welcome to April’s Unity newsletter.
This month’s contents are listed below. Thank-you all for your
submissions.
Closing date for submissions for May’s issue is
Sunday 11th April, Thanks!
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April, April,
Laugh thy girlish laughter;
Then the moment after,
Weep thy girlish tears.
Sir William Watson 1858 – 1935
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From Sue

An Easter Letter

Dear Members and friends at Ealing Green,
As Easter approaches we cannot fail to remember that we were in
Lockdown last Easter. Things are not much different this year,
although, at the time of writing, we are hoping that “groups of 6” will
be permitted to meet outside from 29th March – just in time for (Holy
Week and) Easter. Our Holy Week meditations will include a growing
sense of Jesus facing restrictions from outside:
He will be arrested
 The Religious and Political authorities will turn against him
restricting the justice he deserves
 His friends will scatter (or betray him) restricting his support network
and his assurance of the love of others
 He will bear the weight of the “heavy cross” on his back as he
carries it to his own death, and is pushed to the ground under its
weight. Restriction of his strength and humanity.
 He will be stripped naked before everybody. Restricting even his
privacy … his modesty … nothing is sacred!
 He will ultimately be nailed, helpless and immobile to a wooden
cross from where he can do nothing
Yet, here he is at his most powerful.


Because despite all of these restrictions he is still Jesus. That
remains. That inner core.
 Because despite all of these restrictions, he still knows who He is.
God’s son, Mary’s son, our Lord, our saviour, our brother.
 Because despite all of these restrictions, he still knows what his
purpose is – to restore us to God – in covenant – through the cross
… and ….
He simply does it.


This Holy Week sit down with Jesus, and consider with him who you are
at your core. You have all been restricted and have had to make
sacrifices to protect yourself and others. You have all suffered – some
much more greatly than others. Keep on bringing that to God, over
and over and over. But also consider “Who am I at my core? What has
been strong in me throughout this time in rrestriction? What have I
learned about myself and about God which will change me? What is
my purpose? What is my purpose now – today? Bring all of that to
God too and sit with him or walk with him and ask him to answer you..
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On Easter Day Jesus broke free from all of the restrictions he had
suffered for us. RESURRECTION.
For us, although there is still a need for caution, there are many many
signs of hope. We need to start thinking about a future time, when
church will be free of restrictions. We are not there yet, but when we
are what can you give? Who can you be in that community to help us
to emerge in resurrection power, and to reach out to others? What
skills do you have?
This will be increasingly important if we are to be God’s church. Ask
him what he wants from you. And listen to him.
And if you need to talk about it as you discern … you know where I
am.
With Easter Blessings

Sue

News of the Church Family
Jean Rose is much the same.....still managing to smile in spite of her
persistent pain. Her previous appointment with the hospital pain clinic
was cancelled at the last minute, but has been rescheduled for the
end of April. We admire your spirit, Jean, and continue to support you
with our prayers.
Wishing all our Church Family and other readers a happy Easter. Enjoy
the cheerful yellow daffodils, beautiful varied colour blossom, and fresh
green leaves appearing on the trees at the moment. God is good!
Stay well . As more and more of us have our vaccine, we look forward
to seeing each other in Church very soon.
The Reverend Canon Dr Keith Riglin, better known to us as Jen's
husband, has been elected as Bishop in the Scottish Episcopal Church
as the new Bishop of Argyll and the Isles. Congratulations to him! Jen
will be staying as Superintendent of Wesley’s Chapel in London, so a
long way to travel to see each other. However they are both excited.
Gill Hatherall
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Unity
Last month I had it sorted, ages before I needed, Unity that is, but this
month it’s all gone to pieces again.
I plan to start next month’s Unity almost as soon as this one is issued, so
if you have anything, a poem, a hymn, something you have thought
about in this interminable lockdown, or a response to anything in this
month’s Unity, please let me know.
In the meantime I have been involved with, or more precisely
overtaken by, a project that has been looming for some time. More of
that on page 11.
I am grateful for Helen’s choice of poems to brighten up the day and
would welcome any other suggestions you might have. One
suggestion was to have a favourite hymn which might also bring some
cheer to readers, so please think on’t.
Sue’s piece at the beginning of this newsletter covers the Holy Week
and its meaning and, I hope, we will soon actually be able to
celebrate in church itself, something to look forward to.
Charles has supplied a report on the work that the Larchfield Homes is
doing and I would urge you to support their work through the
Communion Collection this month. You might also be able to spare a
thought for Methodist Women as well.
As you know, I was rebuked a few months ago for suggesting the Track
and Trace system in the UK wasn’t working well. Well now I have
another beef. I have not listened to the news on the radio and only sat
through one tv news programme for a couple of months now as I have
been determined to avoid getting wound up. Do you all remember
the prayer – ‘Lord please let me accept the things I can’t change,
change those that are needed and I can and to recognise the
difference.’ - ? Well something I didn’t hear, but am glad about, in
these times of national arguments about vaccine exports, is that some
vaccinations are getting through to the people who most need them.
I have reprinted an article from Ekklesia on page 13 which gives us
hope that Covax is getting to do its work.
In the meantime, I’m going to get some eggs for the grandchildren to
hunt for!
God bless you
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Letters and emails
None this month

Poetry Corner
this month’s suggestions come from Helen Harper
Small things
How doth the Little Busy Bee
How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour
And gather honey all the day!
From every opening flower!
How skilfully she builds her cell !
How neat she spreads the wax !
And labours hard to store it well
With the sweet food she makes.
In works of labour or of skill,
I would be busy too ;
For Satan finds some mischief still
For idle hands to do.
In books or work or healthful play,
Let my first years be passed,
That I may give for every day
Some good account at last.
Isaac Watts (1674-1748)
Grasshopper
Grasshoppers go in many a thrumming spring
And now to stalks of tasselled sour-grass cling,
That shakes and swees awhile ,but still keeps straight:
While arching oxeye doubles with his weight.
Next on the cat-tail with farther bound
He springs, that bends until they touch the ground.
John Clare 1793-1864
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The Earthworm
Who really respects the earthworm,
the farmworker far under the grass in the soil,
He keeps the earth always changing,
he works entirely full of soil
speechless with soil and blind.
He is the underneath farmer, the underground one,
where the fields are getting on their harvest clothes
Who really respects him,
this deep and calm earthworker,
this deathless, grey, tiny farmer in the planets' soil
Harry Edmund Martinson
(translated from Swedish by Robert Bly)

Christ the King
This is a copy of a plaque I have. It is
from a 10th century gilt bronze found at
Cionmacnois. The pagan Celts were a
highly stratified society, of which the
aristocrats were the first Christians. To
such a richly cultured people it was
unacceptable that their new Lord, the
son of God, should be debased in death,
so he had to be depicted in regal
splendour"
You will see the nails piercing His hands
and the soldier holding the vinegarsoaked sponge to Jesus' mouth and the
two angels awaiting Him in Heaven
Helen
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What’s so special about April ?
Following on from the Spring Equinox in March April is the first month of
the year to have 30 days and the first whole month of Spring ! At last
Hurrah!,
The name April is derived from the Latin Aperio which in translation
means “To Open”!
Nature opens up its beauty to us as lovely flowers emerge from bulbs,
trees begin to produce leaves and blossom and if we are lucky even
the Easter Bunny might appear!
In addition April may also have been named after the Greek Goddess
of love ,beauty and pleasure Aphrodite !so… love is in the air ! What
more do we need? Well … read on
It is said to be a fun month to be born in and for all to enjoy! Why is
that ? It has been chosen to be the National month of the year to
celebrate Humour! Let’s see now why that is and what better way to
start than with………
April 1st – April Fools Day
How did this get its name? Well here are two theories, one from
England and one from France!
ENGLAND
As far back as the 13th Century in the village of Gotham in
Nottinghamshire King John wanted to build a large Hunting Lodge!
The locals were very upset by this and decided, when the Kings Men
came to see, where it would go they would all “act the fool” and do
stupid things like trying to drown the local fish!! The Kings men were
convinced the village was clearly mad so decided to build the Lodge
elsewhere!
Today in England you have to have your wits about you to spot the
“April Foolers”! Here’s a famous example:
In 1957 the BBC on their Panorama programme did one of the best
April Fools day pranks. They showed a film on how it had been a very
bad year for Spaghetti Crops in Switzerland due to the Spaghetti
Weevil! The film showed women picking long strands of Pasta from
trees and Bushes! The public were so taken in by this that huge
numbers rang in asking how to grow such a tree! The answer came
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back - Place a sprig of Spaghetti in a tin of Tomato Sauce and hope
for the best !! Happy Fools Day!
FRANCE
In the 16th Century the French adopted the Gregorian Calendar and
moved New Years Day from April the 1st to January 1st! Many people
did not like this and continued to celebrate on April 1st so the rest of the
population called them April Fools and played tricks on them.
Today the date is called Poisson D’Avril and children stick paper fish on
people’s backs and shout after them “Poissin D,Avril and run away!
More Fun Days for you to Celebrate in April!
2nd National Peanut Butter andJelly Day. !…Have a “Jelly good Day”
4th Easter Sunday! Halleluja CHRIST is risen!
7th National Hug your dog day !
10th National Garlic Day !…Hold your Breath!,
30th National Jazz Day …Time to sing play and dance!
Born in April?
Your Zodiac sign is Aries. Your BirthFlowers are Sweet Pea and Daisy !
Your Birth stone is a Diamond! Wow Lucky you !
,, and this is what Mystic Meg says about you ………
‘You are a born Leader energetic and determined but also an
encourager and very caring!’
Happy Birthday any Aries folk - aAnd to all lovely people of Ealing
Green Church let’s celebrate April with Love, laughter and Fun.
Happy April, Happy Easter everyone.
Fleur

Seen in Ealing – a
present for someone?
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A greenhouse, or at least a lean-to greenhouse
Indulge me a little if you will. With all the lockdown, Jane, (you will
remember her – the one in charge) decided that a greenhouse would
be a ‘good thing’. So she did her research and came to the
conclusion that a full greenhouse was more than she wanted, but that
a lean-to greenhouse would go well on our patio. ‘Unfortunately’, she
told me (and that’s a word that makes my heart sink), they only do
them with depths of 600mm or 1200mm (that’s 2 foot or 4 foot in old
money). Now 600mm is pretty shallow, in fact you can’t get into it at
all, but 1200mm would take too much of the patio. If only someone
did a 900mm (3 foot, if you’re still with me) deep one. Well they don’t.
No, I don’t see why not, either, but they don’t - oh, and by the way (or
btw as my daughters keep telling me to write) both the 600 and
1200mm versions are designed for people of around 5 foot maximum
height. Any larger and you will bump your head going in and out,
which in a greenhouse is not the thing to do.
Despite many years of experience I found myself saying something
along the lines of ‘Don’t worry, I can make a frame and build a base to
make a 600mm one 900mm and to raise it sufficiently to make it
practical. As I heard myself utter these words I marvelled at the
disconnect between what I was saying and what I was thinking. I was
thinking that this was one of (and there are plenty of examples) the
dumbest things I have ever considered. And I was right.
I contacted the greenhouse supplier, who had generously replied to
the order saying it would only be delivered in about 6 months.
Eventually they sent me some drawings which didn’t help much as
they gave several options. I elected to use 50mm wide planed wood
which would accept the minimum and maximum dimensions they
gave – and if it was the middle dimension – it would be in the middle of
my piece of wood!
The bits of the greenhouse were
delivered just after I finished last month’s
Unity. The instructions, or at least the
diagrams that purport to be instructions,
were in part, something of a brain teaser,
indeed there is a sign (see pic) on most
pages which is apparently (I only found
the legend after three or four readings of
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the instruction manual itself) an invitation to think about what you are
doing!
Happily my frame matched the largest dimensions and, therefore,
looks almost as if it were actually designed for the greenhouse. The
height of the greenhouse, plus my frame meant that one good course
of bricks plus a hefty helping of cement was enough to take it up to
the top of the wall it is bolted on to, so we are good there again.
The final piece of work, once the staging had been put together, was
to get some acrylic sheet for the windows on my bit of the whole thing,
the frame. 10 days into a delivery period of 5-7 days I was out and DHL
kindly dropped by some really thick and heavy polycarbonate sheets,
which our son-in-law manly lifted into our garage and front room.
These were destined for a manufacturer in deepest North Wales, who
at that precise time was wondering what he was supposed to be
doing with three sheets of very thin acrylic sheeting. Confusingly the
tracking number given has two packages, one to be picked up from
North Wales and one to be delivered to Portugal, so as I write this on
Monday evening (22/3) my fingers remain firmly crossed that I will
eventually get the right package.
On Tuesday I got the right sheets. I
drilled 10 holes and had nine of them
screwed in when I realised the 10th
was ‘off’ a bit. Thinking a quick redrill
would save me having to take the
whole thing off to redrill the hole in
the right place I decided to do it right
there. I was almost through when I
heard a loud crack and the corner
split off with a noise like a rifle shot.
A place where I worked had a sign
hanging on the wall – There’s never
time to do it right, but there’s always
time to do it over! (It was an
American company). How true.
Still, (Wednesday) it’s now finished.
It’s only taken a month!
Lee
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COVAX delivers vaccines to Palestine
THE STATE OF PALESTINE received the first
shipment of 37,440 doses of the Pfizer Covid19 vaccine and 24,000 doses of the Astra
Zeneca Covid-19 vaccine from COVAX
facility on 17th March as part of the first wave
allocation. These vaccine doses were
transferred to the Ministry of Health’s ultracold chain and vaccine storage facilities in
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
Further consignments of COVAX vaccine doses are planned for the
State of Palestine to cover 20 per cent of the population –
approximately 1 million people. As with the current consignments,
these doses are for both the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, according
to the prioritisation criteria of the National Deployment and
Vaccination Plan.
COVAX is a global facility representing partnership between the World
Health Organisation (WHO), Global Alliance for Vaccines and
Immunisation, United Nation’s Children Fund (UNICEF) and the
Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations working on the
equitable distribution of Covid-19 vaccines. It ensures fair and equal
access to Covid-19 vaccines supplied through UNICEF. WHO and
UNICEF are supporting the Government of the State of Palestine’s
national vaccination campaign.
Dr Ayadil Saparbekov, acting WHO Head of Office for West Bank and
Gaza said: “WHO welcomes the opportunity to be able to help
Palestinians fight the Corona virus with this important delivery of
vaccines aimed initially at frontline healthcare workers. People in both
the West Bank and Gaza desperately need these vaccines, which is an
effective tool in the fight against Covid-19, in addition to the public
health measures already in place. We’re proud to play our part in the
global COVAX initiative, alongside our partners, as it helps to fill the
gaps where vaccines are needed and in short supply. Today’s delivery
can give Palestinians a sense of hope that life can return to normal.”
“We have been battling Covid-19 for one year now. These vaccine
doses provide us with another tool in fighting the spread of this virus – a
critical tool. Nevertheless, it is critical that, alongside the vaccination
of the frontline health workers and vulnerable groups, we also continue
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to reinforce public health measures such as correctly using masks,
handwashing, and physical distancing. This vaccine will help return the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank closer to normal daily life. Children in the
State of Palestine have endured m
much this last year. It is a privilege for
UNICEF to support the Ministry of Health and our partners to ensure
equity of vaccine delivery to both the Gaza Strip and the West Bank,
starting with health care workers and the most vulnerable groups”, said
Lucia Elmi, UNICEF Special Representative to the State of Palestine.
* Source: UNICEF
.
Reprinted from Ekklesia

Ealing Foodbank
From Monday 1st March, our mobile
phone numbers will change.
We will ONLY have a landline number
number:
020 8840 9428
Choose:
Option 1 - to book a delivery or collection
Option 2 - for information on how to get a referral - or phone 0808 208
2138 for Citizen Advice, freephone, Mon-Fri 9am - 5pm.
Option 3 - for all other enquiries - how to become a referring partner,
how to donate etc etc
Please don’t forget the Foodbank as the end of Covid appears and
the warmer weather hoves into view – there are many people who
depend on it and,
d, thus, your donations.
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Collection Point - 1
Larchfield Tanzania Homes
The Community.
The Larchfield community continues to
grow but, as has happened on occasion,
distant family relatives reappear offering
to foster their family members. Maliki,
Mikael, Samweli, Sayore, Timotheo,
Uzwaifa, Lumiahisa, Sayato and Zainabu have left to be with their
family members which is wonderful for them. We are however,
delighted to welcome Abdulatif, Baraka, Gamalieli, Abdul Hemedi,
Juma, Yokobo, Nasri and Kuraish into the Larchfield family.
Kindergarten licence
Our Kindergarten licence was issued in October
2020 in the Tanzanian capital, Dodoma, but,
owing to COVID disruption, we were not able to
collect the hard copy document until last month.
With the license, we can now plan an educational
programme for the younger kids. Until we are
able to offer a primary school syllabus for up to the
age of 11, Larchfield kids of primary school age
attend the local government school in Mkuranga.
Larchfield Safeguarding and Child Protection
Policy.
It is now Government policy that everyone involved with the children
must be trained in child protection and safety measures to ensure the
safety of all the children. The Larchfield Board visited Larchfield and
Emma Mbaga, who already had child protection training and
experience, conducted a basic training for all staff including the
Centre Manager, caretakers, teacher, cook and watchmen. The next
steps will be to translate the policy into Kiswahili to ensure each staff
member can read and understand it and ensure that every person
who enters Larchfield is given a brief of expected minimum standards
of behaviour around the children.
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Auditorium and playground.
As soon as the rains are over, we are hoping to start phased
construction of a multipurpose auditorium which will include classroom
space as well as, a dining area and events venue. When it is
completed, we hope to be able to use it for lessons, meals and social
occasions involving the neighbouring community, and as a shaded
play area.
In addition, we will be clearing and levelling a piece of land
approximately 900 m2 to become an outdoor playground/ sports pitch
for ball games
Agriculture and greenhouse.
With the help of Al Asia Farms Limited,
Lusaka, Zambia we have built a very
large (300m2) greenhouse to enable
Larchfield to be more sustainable,
growing organic, hydroponic
vegetables such as peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. We also hope,
with the help of our tractor, to prepare part of the land for growing
crops such as maize and sorgum. The aim is to be able to feed the
Larchfield family and also generate revenue by selling and distributing
the produce in the market. The greenhouse project is expected to be
managed by Philipo, who is the newest addition to the Larchfield staff
team.
To add to the Larchfield family we have
several chickens, seven goats and two cows,
one of which produced a calf! So now we
have plenty of milk and eggs to feed the kids.
Gulf for Good partnership.
Obviously, this year has been particularly
difficult to raise funds. Our usual fundraisers,
the Gala Ball and Kilimanjaro climbs, have
had to be postponed due to COVID related
problems, as restrictions have been put on
large public events and travel.
Please give generously. If you have any questions how, please let me
know
Charles
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Collection Point - 2
Methodist Women in Britain
The principal aim of the women’s
movement in the Methodist Church,
established in the 1850s, was to train,
equip, and finance the sending of
women missionaries overseas, and this
remains one of the principle aims of
Methodist Women in Britain.
MWiB continues to support today’s Mission Partners with pastoral,
practical and prayer support.
Working closely with the World Federation of Methodist and Uniting
Church Women, the British Methodist Church’s Global
Relationships team, and other partner organisations, MWiB maintains
links with women in our 65 Partner Churches around the world, joining
with them in prayer and worship in shared events and resources,
meeting with them for fellowship and encounter in overseas and
exchange visits, and working with them to raise awareness and
campaign on a variety of social justice issues.
As part of the World Federation’s Europe: Britain and Ireland Area, we
relate particularly closely with Methodist Women in Ireland, and with
the Europe: Continental Area, jointly organising Area events and
enjoying exchange visits between our annual residential conferences.
Empowerment Gifts
Changing lives, communities
and futures with funding for
projects overseas whose aim is
supporting, training and
equiping women and girls.
Each year MWiB donates
£10,000 in Empowerment Gifts,
working closely with All We Can,
WFM&UCW and Global
Relationships Partnership Coordinators to identify suitable projects
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supporting work with women overseas. Applications are also
welcomed from others, but must be submitted via your district’s Forum
rep.
We cannot fund building work, and suggested projects should be in
accordance with the aims and objectives of MWiB:
~ The advancement of the Christian faith – seeking “to know Christ and
to make him known”.
~ To develop the capacity and skills of women members of the
Methodist Church, to enable them
to participate fully in the life of the church and in society.
~ To combat injustice and poverty in local communities and around
the world.
Creative Spirituality
Grounded in prayer and worship,
MWiB acknowledges and values the
diverse and creative ways of
expressing the Christian faith that lie
at the heart of our movement as we
seek ‘to know Christ and make him
known’.
Working with partners including World
Day of Prayer, twelvebaskets and All
We Can we produce Advent and
Lent reflections and other prayer and
worship resources, many of which link
in with our activities and campaigns.
We offer regular opportunities to
engage in pilgrimage, and every year
MWiB produces the Easter Offering Service as a gift to the whole
church.
Please remember these two charities in need of your support.
Thank you and God bless you
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The Back page:

April

After Lent, we have Easter, arguably the most important event in the
Christian calendar (although Christmas comes close). So now, apart
from the resurrection, we have new life in the form of eggs everywhere.
Disregard what I said about heart shaped chocolates and , after Lent,
let yourself go.
1st

Maundy Thursday, April Fool’s Day, International Fun at
Work Day, National Burrito Day* (first Thursday in April)

2nd

Good Friday – and incidentally, but not necessarily
observed - National Walk to Work Day* (first Friday)

4th

Last Day of Passover/Easter Sunday

5th

Easter Monday

13th

First day of Ramadan

21st

The Queen’s birthday

22nd
23rd

Earth Day/Stephen Lawrence Day
St. George’s Day/Shakespeare’s day/National Asparagus
day

24th

National Scream Day

30th

Orthodox church Good Friday

And other, not to be missed events including:
It’s also national pet month
Not to be included here, although we do follow a lot of
their ‘traditions’ – April 3rd is national Chocolate Mousse
day in the USA. Now there’s a pub quiz answer.
4-18

Discover National Parks fortnight ((UK)

5-12

Bee Active, Bee healthy, Bee happy week 2021 – also
community garden week

20-23

National stop snoring week (really)

20-25

MS awareness week

Have a good one. See you next month.
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